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Established in Liberty, Missouri, Hall Turf is renowned for providing high-quality artificial grass solutions, with a special
focus on playground surfaces. Our company, dedicated to excellence and innovation, serves a diverse clientele.
Specializing in playground turf, we offer products that are not only aesthetically pleasing but are also engineered for
safety and durability, making them ideal for high-traffic play areas. These products are designed to provide a
cushioned surface that reduces the risk of injuries and can withstand various weather conditions and frequent use.

Adhering to strict quality standards, Hall Turf ensures that all playground turf products are certified for safety and
durability, reflecting our commitment to excellence in every installation. Our expert team provides comprehensive
installation services, focusing on precision and care, followed by ongoing maintenance support to maintain optimal
condition and safety standards. We are dedicated to environmental stewardship, offering eco-friendly artificial grass
solutions that reduce water usage and eliminate the need for harmful chemicals, contributing to a healthier
environment for children.

Understanding the unique requirements of different playgrounds, Hall Turf provides customized turf solutions, tailored
to the specific aesthetic and functional needs of each project, whether it's for a small schoolyard or a large community
park. Our success is underscored by numerous successful installations across schools and public parks in the Kansas
City area, a testament to our expertise and the trust our clients place in us. For transformative playground solutions
with our superior artificial grass, visit hallturf.com or contact us at brock@hallturf.com for consultations and
personalized services.
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

24010401 Trades, Labor, and Materials (NON JOC) 04/30/2029 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

24010402 Trades, Labor, and Materials (JOC) 04/30/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

24010401

Brock Hall President (916) 886-8624 brock@hallturf.com

Wendy Hall Vice President (816) 266-2384 wendy@hallturf.com

24010402

Brock Hall President (916) 886-8624 brock@hallturf.com

Wendy Hall Vice President (816) 266-2384 wendy@hallturf.com
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